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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research was to determine why there was a high number of
errant radiology orders from requesting physicians at ATA Hospital. As the researcher, I
wanted to clearly define errant orders, determine the root causes of errant orders, and
further, make recommendations that would help diminish current as well as future order
errors. This study answers three research questions: RQ1. Exactly what are the
performance problems associated with errant orders within ATA Hospital’s radiology
department that warrant further research? RQ2. What causes the increase in errant
radiological orders at ATA Hospital? And, RQ3. What types of performance
improvement solutions will reduce errant orders within ATA’s radiology department,
while aligning with ATA Hospital’s budget and mission? By answering the three research
questions, the performance gaps can be closed. In order to answer these questions, data
collection specific to ATA Hospital and its performance problems had to take place.
Three major phases of data collection were facilitated for this study. The first
phase consisted of open-ended interviews. The second phase consisted of exploratory,
semi-structured observations. The third and final phase consolidated historical data
collected over a four-month period from ATA’s out-patient imaging center and a threemonth period from ATA’s main campus radiology department.
ATA Hospital has a high rate of errant ordered radiology exams. Based on
research collected from ATA Hospital employees and physicians, and data analysis using
Gilbert’s Behavior Engineering Model, the study identified four main factors that are the
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most probable root causes of errant ordered radiology exams. The first factor is a lack of
data and not conveying feedback to physicians and support staff. The second factor is a
lack of instruments, specifically a lack of consistency in radiology exam order sheets. The
third factor is incentive or lack thereof by not providing positive or negative
consequences when exams were properly ordered or errantly ordered, respectively. The
last performance factor is related to knowledge, in that it is difficult for ordering
physicians and radiology schedulers to keep up with changing exam protocols.
The recommendations from this study to decrease the amount of errant ordered
radiology exams at ATA Hospital are to implement two short-term, paper-based solutions
that will lay the groundwork for the third proposed long-term, electronic solution. The
first short-term, paper-based solution – a quick reference order form – will be facilitated
by current employees of ATA Hospital as well as feedback from physicians. The second
short-term, paper-based solution – standardized exam order forms – will be standardized
in format and nomenclature for ordering physicians both inside and outside the hospital.
The third and long-term solution is a software-based exam order utility that will allow
physicians to query exam and protocol questions, as well as directly order from a handheld device. The proposed software utility will utilize function, feedback, and format
from the key stakeholders that used the short-term, paper-based job aids.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Introduction
In the last 30 years, both healthcare practices and technology have made quantum
leaps in efficiency, time savings, and volumes of procedures. However, with these and
other healthcare advances, economic realities producing increased expectations for
patient throughput have given way to an increase in medical errors. Medical error is the
eighth leading cause of death. More people die in a year as a result of medical errors than
from motor vehicle accidents (43,458), breast cancer (42,297), or AIDS (16,516) (Kohn,
Corrigan, & Donaldson, 2000). As staggering as this data is, it does not include the
majority of individuals that are harmed, injured, or mistreated while receiving medical
attention.
Due to the nature of healthcare, there are no providers immune to the possibility
of patient harm or even death. One department within hospitals that has seen a significant
increase in medical errors is the radiology department. There are a variety of reasons that
harmful errors are much more likely in the radiology suite. These include the fact that
patients often receive potentially dangerous drugs such as dyes, sedatives and blood
thinners. In addition, patient care is being handed off from one department to another,
creating the opportunity for communication failures (Stein, 2006). Communication
failures and errors that metastasize into errant orders are of great concern for patient care
providers and, more importantly, the patients they serve. One such hospital that witnessed
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an increased of medical errors in their radiology department is ATA Hospital
(pseudonym for reasons of confidentiality).
ATA Hospital is a 195 acute-care bed hospital, with 18 transitional-care beds. In
2007, ATA Hospital admitted over 8,312 patients and provided more than 42,857 days of
patient care, making it the largest hospital in a 100-mile radius. As part of its patient
services, ATA boasts a robust radiology department that has provided care for over
40,000 patients and performs 60,000 exams each year.
As of late, ATA Hospital has recognized an increase of errant physician orders
within the radiology department. Specifically, errors such as incorrect exam, wrong
anatomical side (left or right), wrong diagnosis codes, duplicate orders, and contrastrelated (image enhancing injection) errors have increased. The recognized increase in
errant diagnostic orders is alarming to ATA administration, as it directly affects patient
care and imposes fiscal hurdles. Dollars spent on having to repeat diagnostic tests become
unavailable for other purposes or for individuals in greater need. Errors are also costly in
terms of loss of trust in the system by patients, and diminished satisfaction by both
patients and healthcare professionals (Kohn et al., 2000).
ATA’s radiology department seeks to improve the quality of patient care by
understanding why errors are occurring. In order to derive causes, however, the
department must first obtain an understanding of the performance problem. Then, once
the possible causes of the performance problem are identified, the department can begin
to implement performance improvement solutions to close the gap between existing and
desired error rates.
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As a senior biomedical equipment technician and the principal investigator for
this thesis, I have the fortunate ability to understand processes and data that are internal to
ATA Hospital at an accelerated rate compared to an outside consultant or practitioner.
My role as a biomedical equipment technician includes maintaining and repairing all
modalities found in many radiology departments and does not require direct patient care.
As an employee that does not work directly with patients, but does have direct contact
with colleagues of ATA Hospital that do, I often times hear complaints about failed
processes that affect the quality of care provided. As a human performance technology
(HPT) practitioner, I am driven to understand performance issues that affect my place of
employment, as well as what may be attributing to and causing performance gaps. One
method used for determining causes of performance gaps is a needs assessment.

Needs Assessment
In order for performance issues to be addressed in any setting, one must determine
what the issues are on the front end. One performance improvement source that both the
military and civilian industries have relied on for analyzing performance issues in a
systemic and systematic fashion is the HPT field. HPT is an engineering approach used in
studying organizations and effecting changes that help the organization attain desired
output or accomplishment from human performers (Stolovitch & Keeps, 1999). One such
method used by HPT practitioners to determine if there truly is a performance problem,
and what it may be, is a needs assessment. Needs assessment identifies up front whether
there is a true performance problem and what the causes of a problem are. An overview
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of needs assessment is incomplete without an understanding of the sources from which
current methods and practices are drawn (Gupta, 1999).
Although needs assessments can be facilitated as a standalone process, it is often
incorporated as a part of a whole by practitioners using the Human Performance
Technology model. Shown in Figure 1, the HPT model is described as a systemic,
systematic, and comprehensive approach to improving job performance (Van Tiem,
Moseley, & Dessinger, 2004). Although the HPT model is partitioned into five phases,
needs assessment is accomplished primarily in the first two sections: performance
analysis and cause analysis. According to Rossett (1999), “analysis provides the
foundation for HPT, a profession and a perspective that demands study before
recommendations, data before decisions and involvement before actions” (p. 139).
This thesis describes a needs assessment that I conducted to identify and propose
solutions to close gaps associated with the errors in ATA Hospital’s radiology
department. In doing so, I analyzed the workflow of ATA Hospital’s radiology
department. As indicated above, the radiology department has experienced a rise in errors
associated with radiological test orders. From wrong side orders to wrong diagnosis
codes, the errors cost time and money for both patients and hospital staff, and they reduce
patients’ quality of life. Specifically, this needs assessment identifies gaps between
existing and desired performance states, determines their significance and identifies
possible causes. Using the data acquired from the needs assessment, as well as following
HPT theories and practices, I recommend possible solutions for closing the identified
performance gaps.
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Figure 1 Human Performance Technology Model
Note. Reprinted with permission. Copyright 2004. The International Society for Performance Improvement
HPT model is from page 3 of Fundamentals of Performance Technology, Second Edition by D.M. Van
Tiem, J.L. Moseley, and J.C. Dessinger. All rights reserved.
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Research Questions
Presented in this thesis are data pertaining to the inner workings of the radiology
department within ATA Hospital. The purposes of this research is to clearly define errant
orders, determine the root cause of errant orders, and further, make recommendations that
will help diminish current as well as future order errors. Table 1 presents specific
research questions used during each phase of the needs assessment in this study.

Table 1 Research Questions and Sub-Questions
Phase in the HPT Model
Performance Analysis

Cause Analysis

Intervention Selection

Research Question and Sub-Questions
RQ1. Exactly what are the performance problems
associated with errant orders within ATA Hospital’s
radiology department that warrant further research?
 RQ1-1. What are the actual performance states?
 RQ1-2. What are the desired performance states?
 RQ1-3. What are the significances of the gap
between actual and desired performances?
RQ2. What causes the increase in errant radiological orders
at ATA Hospital?
 RQ2-1. Why is there an unacceptable number of
errant radiology orders?
 RQ2-2. What are the information, instrumentation,
and motivation sources that substantiate the
performance gap?
 RQ2-3. What are the potential interactions among
the causes of the performance gap?
RQ3. What types of performance improvement solutions
will reduce errant orders within ATA’s radiology
department while aligning with ATA Hospital’s budget
and mission?
 RQ3-1. What interventions will address the causes
of the performance gap?
 RQ3-2. What types of interventions will provide
both long-term and short-term effectiveness?
 RQ3-3. Is the intervention cost within the budget of
ATA Hospital?
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The first research question (RQ1) represents the performance analysis phase, the
second research question (RQ2) represents the cause analysis phase, and the third
research question (RQ3) represents intervention selection based on thorough analysis of
the performance gap and its causes. As such, these three research questions are mostly
serial in nature, as RQ1 needs to be fulfilled before RQ2 can be understood and
answered. Finally, RQ3 requires that both RQ1 and RQ2 be fulfilled before it truly can be
answered.

Significance of the Problem
According to Cook (2000), “The potential for catastrophic outcome is a hallmark
of complex systems. It is impossible to eliminate the potential for such catastrophic
failure; the potential for such failure is always present by the system’s own nature” (p. 1).
The roots of this quote refer to the healthcare system in the United States. It is a system
that has exhibited and been benchmarked for a plethora of known errors, both minor and
catastrophic. From wrong-side surgeries to communication breakdown, medical errors
occur with seemingly endless possibilities and produce a large number of ramifications.
It is estimated that the total national costs (e.g., lost income, lost household
production, disability and health care costs) of preventable adverse events (i.e., medical
errors resulting in injury) are estimated to be between $17 billion and $29 billion
annually, of which healthcare costs represent over one-half (Kohn et al., 2000). This is
further compounded by the fact that according to the United States Pharmacopeia as cited
in the Report on Radiology Medication Errors (2006), medical errors in hospital
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radiology departments are more likely than other medical errors to result in the need for
additional care and consumption of further resources (p. 13N). Focusing on the radiology
department, one of the most dangerous times in the hospital for patients is when they are
taken from their rooms and wheeled to the radiology department for a test or a procedure
(Stein, 2006). At ATA Hospital in early 2007, the errors in caregiver requests for
diagnostic imaging services provided by their radiology department began to rise. ATA
Hospital experienced an increased number of incorrect exam, wrong side (left or right),
wrong diagnosis codes, duplicate orders, and intravenous contrast (used in CT and MRI)
related errors. Over the course of two separate data collection periods spanning seven
months, the department tracked a total of 355 errant orders. The occurrence of such errors
caused increased stress on both radiology staff and patients. Not only is the high error
rate disturbing from the perspective of patients and providers in the way of
inconveniences and adverse effects, it is also extremely costly. Although healthcare may
never be free of errors that cause the need for further measures or even patient death,
there is a substantive need and many opportunities for reducing them.

Definitions of Terms
Several technical terms require definition before proceeding further. In this
section, such terms are underlined in the paragraph containing their definition.
HPT is an engineering approach for attaining desired accomplishments from human
performers (Rosenberg, Coscarelli, & Hutchison, 1999). Stolovitch and Keeps (1999)
define HPT as a “professional field of study and application, the main purpose of which
is to engineer systems that allow people and organizations to perform in ways that they
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and all stakeholders value” (p. xiii). More specifically, as defined by Van Tiem et al.,
(2004), HPT “analyzes performance problems and their underlying causes, and describes
exemplary performance and success indicators. HPT identifies or designs interventions,
implements them, and evaluates the results” (p. 209).
The term need corresponds with the HPT model. A need is the recognized
difference, or gap, between actual and desired performance states. A gap or gap analysis
describes the difference between current results and consequences and desired results and
consequences (Van Tiem et al., 2004). In order to understand specific organizational and
environmental elements that individually or in unison instigate performance gaps, a needs
analysis or assessment must take place.
An error, for the purpose of this thesis, is defined as the failure of a planned action
to be completed as intended (i.e., error of execution) or the use of a wrong plan to achieve
an aim (i.e., error of planning)” (Kohn et al., 2000, p. 4).
Radiology is the branch of medicine concerned with radioactive substances,
including x-rays, radioactive isotopes, and ionizing radiations, and the application of this
information to prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of disease (Clayton, 1998).
Contrast or contrast media for the purpose of this thesis is defined as an agent that
enhances visualization of anatomy, when used in conjunction with specific radiology test
such as MRI and CT exams. Contrast can be administered by caregivers through a
syringe or with the use of an electromechanical device called a power injector. Before
contrast is injected, strict protocols are followed based on specific attributes and history
of each patient so that potentially harmful reactions may be avoided.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

Needs Assessment Methods Used in Performance Improvement Processes
Too many shipments are incomplete. Technicians are not meeting the needs of
their sales people. There is a need to increase output without increasing the labor pool.
Every organization, whether it has 3,300, or more workers, faces process-related
problems like this. Although resources are allocated for specific problems by means of
interventions, oftentimes the newly minted resolutions are bypassed while
simultaneously, new issues arise.
Workplaces contain a plethora of variables that meld to make what are described
as efficient and effective processes as well as ineffective processes. These variables
include, but are not limited to, machinery, culture, social and physical environment, and
people themselves. Though a workplace may acquire all variables required to produce
certain widgets or provide a given service, there is no guarantee that a desired level of
output or accordance will be achieved. Although not all human variables can be
managed, processes and attempts to understand how humans interact in these processes
can. One such model that “acknowledges the complexity of the workplace and the
interrelationships among all organization factors” is the Human Performance Technology
(HPT) model (Van Tiem et al., 2004, p. 2). According to Rosenberg et al., (1999), the
HPT model employs an engineering approach to attaining desired accomplishments for
human performers. HPT focuses on achievements that human performers and systems
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value. The HPT model, displayed in Figure 1, is divided by multiple workplace factors
that allow HPT practitioners to “understand why people do what they do” (Van Tiem et
al., 2004, p. 2) and if warranted, to operate on those systems to change and improve them.

The Human Performance Technology Model
Beginning with the performance analysis section of the HPT model, practitioners
begin the process of researching and understanding specific organizational and
environmental expectations in an organization. This is vital in determining the desired
output of an organizational process versus what is actually occurring. Once the gap in
performance is identified, a practitioner can determine, based on the significance or
impact of the gap, whether performance improvement measures are warranted. If so, a
practitioner should proceed to the next section of the HPT model to identify the causes of
the performance gap. According to Van Tiem et al., (2004), people must have the
pertinent information, equipment, and supplies, and work in an environment that
encourages positive results in order to perform effectively. Cause analysis is a powerful
tool that is used to determine specific causes of performance gaps. Cause analysis is not
only important on the front end of a needs assessment, it too can prove invaluable in the
implementation stage of the HPT model. According to Rossett (1999),

Cause analyses are equally important for rollouts. What might get in the
way? Where are employees with respect to the shift from analog to digital,
or from the Rambo approach to teaming? Analysts must ask about the
causes of current glitches and anticipate future impediments. (p. 145)
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Once the performance gap is understood and potential causes are identified, the
HPT practitioner may begin to select interventions based on systems-level thinking, such
as Peter Senge’s Principle of Leverage. Senge stresses the importance of identifying
where focused actions and changes in structures can lead to significant, enduring
improvements. When selecting interventions, it is imperative that they are focused on
root cause structures and not on low-level changes or symptoms. According to Senge
(1990), low-level changes equate to better results in the short-run and worse results in the
long-run.
To conclude the workflow of the HPT model, the evaluation phase measures the
effectiveness of interventions as they happen and reports results, giving needed feedback
to HPT practitioners. Interventions should be measured at the onset of implementation
and throughout the improvement effort to ensure that intended results are occurring.
Although a bulk of the HPT practitioner’s methods and research have been accomplished
by this point in working through the HPT model, the evaluation phase plays a significant
role in the sustainability of process improvement implementations.

Models Used in the Needs Assessment Phase
Needs assessment is important because it helps practitioners better serve
customers based on known organizational and environmental conditions. Analysis
provides the foundation for HPT, a profession and a perspective that demands study
before recommendations, data before decisions, and involvement before actions (Rossett,
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1999). The lack of a thorough needs assessment will hinder the progress of any phase of
the HPT model.
Gilbert (1978), Harless (1973), Mager and Pipe (1984), Rummler and Brache
(1995), and Senge (1990) are credited with focusing attention on the factors that drive or
cause performance gaps. The exploratory groundwork of these performance improvement
icons have produced working models that aid in making reliable performance and cause
analysis possible. Harless’s (1973) Front End Analysis (FEA) assists in separating
performance problems from any preconceived solution. FEA describes the performance
indicator needing improvement, identifies behavioral causes (caused by people) and nonbehavioral causes (caused by the operation of systems), and prioritizes possible solutions
(Harless, 1973). As stated by Van Tiem et al., (2004), “Harless emphasized looking for
multiple remedies, not simple, one-shot solutions” (p. 9).
Gilbert’s Behavior Engineering Model (BEM) is the basis for the HPT model’s
cause analysis (see Table 2) and consists of six basic influences on human behavior that
impact performance. They are grouped under two categories: environmental supports
including (1) data (production standards), (2) instruments (equipment), and (3) incentives
(rewards); and a person’s repertory of behavior including (4) knowledge (the “know
how” to perform), (5) capacity (physical and intellectual ability), and (6) motives
(willingness to work for incentives) (Gilbert, 1978). All six components are critical for
desired behavior to occur. Once the six components noted in Gilbert’s BEM have been
explored, the practitioner will use the data, in the noted order, to troubleshoot the
performance gap.
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Table 2 Gilbert’s Behavior Engineering Model

Environmental Supports
Person's Repertory of
Behavior

Information
Instrumentation Motivation
1. DATA
2. INSTRUMENTS 3. INCENTIVES
4. KNOWLEDGE 5. CAPACITY
6. MOTIVES

Both Harless’ and Gilbert’s models heavily favor behavior (whether human or not) to
determine factors that influence performance. Rummler’s five components model of a
performance system examines behavior from a different angle, b y focusing on the
behaviors of employees and how they interact within an organization (Rummler &
Brache, 1995). Rummler’s five components of a performance system are job situation,
performer, response, consequence, and feedback. Rummler’s five components model
helps HPT practitioners view the components of an individual’s performance as much
more than behavior and outcomes. In his model, Rummler stresses the interrelationship of
the individual employee and the organization.
There are many different models of performance improvement, let alone tools
within the HPT model. The described models work as troubleshooting tools to
systemically and systematically identify both environmental and personal conditions that
can be manipulated to achieve desired performance. Starting with performance analysis,
the HPT model provides a working path through which a practitioner can determine the
need or the opportunity, identify the cause of the need, develop and implement
interventions, and evaluate their effect. The HPT model offers guidance that allows an
organization to provide resources and support to help individuals accomplish desired
levels of performance.
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The Consequences of Effective and Ineffective Work Flow
In order to accomplish sustainability and quality in business practice,
organizations are forced to look at their day-to-day interactions from multiple vantage
points. One such way businesses are fulfilling their fundamental needs of sustainability
while simultaneously encouraging quality output is through change. Organizations cannot
be steadfast on business practices and routines that worked two years ago or even two
months ago without thinking towards possible future implications. Organizations,
whether for-profit or non-profit, are forced to make changes and integrations that breed
sustainability as well as innovation. Current ideology and practice emphasizes using
teamwork, scarce resources to their fullest potential, and new information technologies
for competitive advantage (Becker & Steele, 1995). In order to survive, organizations
must continue to adapt their business practices with a focus on the quality of their
product.
The above refers to using “scarce resources to their fullest potential” amongst
providers. One such way of using these processes for the purpose of quality and
sustainability is through effective workflows. Workflows are streamlined processes,
which can lead to overall organizational effectiveness. The implementation of workflows
can add to the effectiveness of any business process, while conversely, a poorly executed
workflow can attribute to overall ineffectiveness. It is imperative that workflows be
continually evaluated for effectiveness based on their intrinsic flow as well as their
extrinsic coordination with relative processes. The ongoing, symbiotic relationships of
the inner workings of workflows are extremely important to manage.
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Workflows are generally developed and modified because of specific
organizational, environmental, or business needs. However, just because a workflow is in
place, it cannot be assumed that it will be continually successful. According to Davis
(2008), “beneficial workflow processes are proactive, consistent, efficient, and
accountable. Beneficial workflow processes must include all these elements (be
proactive, consistent, efficient and accountable) to drive improvements” (p. 1).
Oftentimes an organization will face the consequences of workflows that are not
consistent or efficient because they are the products of compound workflows, or those
that have been built up and around existing workflows. According to Kerschner and Raff
(2008), “system conversions are often undertaken to reduce labor costs and improve cash
collections. But many times, these goals are not realized because even the best systems
cannot make up for poor workflows, processes, and communication” (p. 121). Kerschner
and Raff (2008) provide an example of this phenomenon in a healthcare setting where a
new program is initiated: “A hospital initiates a new clinical program with complex
billing requirements, such as transplants or research initiatives, these processes are often
added to existing workflows, creating multiple new steps that reduce efficiency and strain
communications among work units” (p. 121). When new applications are installed to
support old processes, performance can actually fall below desired levels.
An effective and efficient workflow can be appreciated on many levels, from the
frontline worker to upper management. For example, an efficient workflow may increase
company profits by reducing a two-hour production period by 20 minutes. Thanks to
refined workflows at Meadows Regional Medical Center (MRMC) in Vidalia, Georgia,
physicians are seeing more patients than before, ranging from two to five patients per
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hour. Not only has MRMC increased patients’ care because of refined workflows,
patients are also spending less time in the hospital. According to CEO Allen Kent, “In
2005, average length-of-stay per patient was 247 minutes. In 2007, it was 139 minutes”
(Kent, 2008, p. 23). Continued review and adjustment of workflows can yield great
business and satisfaction results.
However, workflows are not always about increasing speed or revenue; they are
also about processes and the seamless transitions that move them. As noted in an
interview with Steve Coryell, the assistant vice president for product management at a
large Chicago-based insurer, “it’s not all about speed - equally important, he says, is the
transparency enabled by process reengineering and the ability to track workflow. That
transparency of process has engendered a greater appreciation internally of the
difficulties and costs associated with creating new products” (O’Donnell, 2008, p. 36).
Effective and efficient workflows are not only a huge benefit in short-term thinking,
workflows also have positive long-term implications. According to Coryell, “If I hit my
launch date but then have to go back and rework the product, I have essentially blown my
speed to market. Using the workflows, having people understand the product, and having
the product well-defined, -configured and -tested - that is all part of quality to market”
(O’Donnell, 2008, p. 36).
Workflows that are proactive, consistent, efficient, and accountable assist in
organizational efficiency and effectiveness. The importance of thorough, yet dynamic
workflows can make the difference between a highly successful organization and one that
is struggling to make quota. However, to ensure organizational success in both general
terms and workflow terms, management must take a proactive stance in engineering a set
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of processes into workflows. Therefore, processes and how they relate to industry will be
discussed.

The Importance of Engineering Processes in Healthcare
Process Engineering Models
Micro to macro, biological to mechanical, processes are engaged in any instance,
in every setting. From an industrial and organizational perspective, processes can be
attributed to record earnings or record losses as well as the sustainability of each
respectively. According to Davenport (1993), “A process is a specific ordering of work
activities across time and place, with a beginning, an end, and clearly identified inputs
and outputs: a structure for action” (p. 5). Just as “structures for action” or processes are
an integral element in the day-to-day functions of industries and organizations, they are
continually reviewed for increased efficiency.
Organizational processes are important as they “can be a starting point — a point
of departure from which to design a new process” (Melymuka, 2005, p. 38). The
importance of engineering processes in any organization or business setting, although
fundamental in purpose, may not always merit review and change. Table 3, taken from an
interview with Davenport in 2005, delineates evolving process standards and how they
apply to business. Starting with process activity and flow, this standard consists of key
steps typically performed in a process and the order in which they occur. The second
standard described is process performance and includes the closely watched variables of
how much time and cost is involved in each step of the process. According to Davenport,
the last process standard is process management. Process management refers to factors
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that contribute to a well-managed process (Melymuka, 2005). Although they are
delineated in Davenport’s research, these standards have been the template for process
improvement and integration for decades.
From the humble beginnings of Henry Ford’s assembly line, to current day
industry initiatives such as Six-Sigma and Toyota’s concepts of Lean manufacturing,
processes are continually improved. The ever present goal of providing a product or a
service at a high level of quality and in the most efficient manner is the goal of process
improvement. Whether process changes pose primary, secondary, or tertiary, interactions
on a service group, those changes are building blocks for present and future processes.
This is important because before processes can be built or built upon, a complete
understanding of processes fundamentals must be attained.

Table 3 Thomas Davenport’s Table of Process Standards (Melymuka, 2005)
Standard
Productivity and Flow
Process Performance
Process Management

What It Describes
The key steps typically performed in a
process and the order in which they occur
How much time and cost is involved in
each step of a process
Factors necessary for a well-managed
process

Nineteenth-century environmentalist John Muir found that each component of an
ecosystem is in some way connected to all other components. If at any time an individual
component is compromised or removed, the effects of the change will be mirrored in the
delicate balance of the ecosystem. This principle also applies to the functionality of
processes and how they are affected by the internal and external variables of
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organizations. According to Rummler and Brache (1995), “everything in an
organization’s internal and external “ecosystem” (customers, products, and services,
reward systems, technology, organizational structure, and so on) is connected” (p. 15).
Rummler and Brache’s appreciation for symbiotic relationships is represented in their
Nine Performance Variables model (see Table 4). Rummler and Brache’s matrix
combines three levels of performance (organizational, process, and job/performer) with
three levels of performance needs (goals, design, and management), giving birth to the
Nine Performance Variables. Each cell, delineated by a specific level of performance, is
tagged with three levels of performance needs. In thinking about processes and the
process level of the nine variables, Rummler and Brache assert that any variation in
goals, design, or management will have a direct impact on process-related performance.

Table 4 The Nine Performance Variables (Rummler & Brache, 1995)

Performance Level
Organization
Process
Job/Performer

Goals
Organization Goals

Performance Needs
Design
Organization Design

Process Goals

Process Design

Job Goals

Job Design

Management
Organization
Management
Process
Management
Job Management

Because processes are the vehicle through which work gets done, we need to set
goals for processes. The goals for processes that include external customers (for example,
sales, service, and billing) should be derived from the Organizational Goals and other
consumer requirements (Rummler & Brache, 1995). Rummler and Brache’s model
suggests that without process goals, there would be no optimal end state for employees or
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organizations to strive towards. The sub-section of Process found in Rummler and
Brache’s Nine Performance Variables Model describes the importance of process design.
According to Rummler and Brache (1995), “Once we have Process Goals, we need to
make sure that our processes are structured (design) to meet the goals efficiently.
Processes should be logical, streamlined paths to achievement of the goals” (p. 23). Once
a goal or optimal state has been decided, it is up to the organization to determine how it is
going to get there. This is facilitated by thorough process design.
The last sub-section of the Nine Performance Variables Model delineates the
importance of proper process management, once a process goal and design have been
agreed upon. Process goals need to be logical in structure; without proper management
and structure, processes are ineffective. Key components and variables that must be
closely managed are goals, performance, resources, and the interfaces of the process
steps. Each step, whether an input or an output of a process, is a fundamental variable
that when implemented correctly, can directly affect organizational improvement.
Reflecting on Rummler and Brache’s Nine Performance Variables Model, the
importance of process goals, design, and management has a direct impact on
organizational performance. In looking at each process variable, one can better
understand how each can, and does, affect processes, and ultimately progress. According
to Rummler and Brache (1995), “between every input and output there is a process. Our
understanding and improvement are incomplete if we don’t peel the onion back and
examine the processes through which inputs are converted to outputs” (p. 44). An
industry that has many process layers is healthcare.
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Process Engineering in Healthcare
Healthcare relies on a multitude of inputs and outputs in order to sustain
continuity, efficiency, and effectiveness in an ever changing environment. The faces of
healthcare range from the giant conglomerate to the general practitioner that operates out
of a two-room suite. However, size of the care provider aside, healthcare broken down
into its most fundamental definition is about providing care for those that are sick or
maimed. Just like any organization, healthcare providers work with and balance a
multitude of processes that correspond with specific inputs and outputs. According to
Griffith and White (2002), healthcare-related inputs and outputs are a part of one or many
specific processes (see Table 5). From an input such as a request for service on a specific
resource, to any output, processes, as stated by Davenport (1993), “are structures for
action” (p.5)
More and more, people are evaluating healthcare providers prior to a procedure
for quality of care and the potential cost. To stay competitive, providers must now learn
how to mitigate cost while simultaneously selling quality (Nelson & Goldstein, 1992).
The increased availability of healthcare-related information, coupled with savvy and
inquisitive patients, has prompted healthcare providers to learn how to deal with
increased competition. Through strong marketing programs, many healthcare providers
are trying to take advantage of new consumer savvy and interest in healthcare by touting
the superiority of their services (Nelson & Goldstein, 1992). Using various marketing
means such as television advertisements, the Internet, or magazines, providers promote
the clinical quality of their services as a selling point (Nelson & Goldstein, 1992).
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Table 5 Healthcare Inputs/Outputs (Griffith & White, 2002)
Dimensions of Healthcare Activity Performance
Input Oriented
Output Oriented
Demand
Output/Productivity
Request for Service
Counts of Services Rendered
Market Share
Productivity (resources/treatment or
service)
Appropriateness of Demand
Unmet Need
Demand Logistics
Demand Errors
Cost Resources
Quality
Physical Counts
Clinical Outcomes
Costs
Procedural Quality
Resource Condition
Structural Quality
Human Resources
Customer Satisfaction
Supply
Patient Satisfaction
Development
Referring Physician Satisfaction
Satisfaction
Other Customer Satisfaction
Loyalty

Process quality within healthcare at any level has a direct effect on the end result:
patient care. It is the onus of healthcare providers to not only understand what processes
exist and how they work, but also to recognize when a reengineered process is no longer
effective. When a caregiver orders a radiology exam, it is imperative that the processes
designed to carry out this request are followed. Equally important to following
established processes is the ability to recognize when a perfectly executed process fails to
provide the high level of quality it once did. These changes in healthcare, and specifically
in radiology, can be prompted by technology, funding, or government mandates.
However, organizations, amid the pressure and crosscurrents of real business situations,
must be able to identify the need for process change at a system level (Senge, 1990). One
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way to determine the viability of current processes at a system level is through
assessment.

Assessing Needs of a Radiology Department
As healthcare systems become more complex, the opportunities for errors
increase (Kohn et al., 2000). A major reason for accidents in medicine is that the
continuum of care is breached and opportunities arise where faults can both grow and
compound (Scott, 2007). When faults metastasize to medical accidents, great attention is
given to both the individual providing care as well as the system in which care takes
place. Although the opportunity for medical errors and accidents reside in any healthcare
environment, as of late, reports have shown that they are more prevalent in radiology
departments. A recent report by the United States Pharmacopeia as referenced in the
Report on Radiology Medication Errors (2006) stated that poor continuity of patient care
within radiology departments resulted in seven times more medical-related errors than in
any other department, including intensive care units, between 2000 and 2004 (p. 13N).
This situation is quite alarming due to the fact that medical-related errors in radiology are
more likely than other medical errors to result in the need for additional care and
consume further resources (Report on Radiology Medication Errors, 2006, p. 13N).
Preventable errors in radiology departments such as wrong physician orders,
wrong side (left or right), wrong diagnosis codes, duplicate orders, and contrast related
errors, underscore the need for change. Edwards and Moczygemba (2004) found that
preventable errors were most often caused by a combination of human and systematic
errors (p. 329). Systematic errors include the breakdown of processes and workflows,
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while “human error occurs for many reasons including, exhaustion, distraction and lack
of understanding” (Edwards & Moczygemba, 2004). Preventable errors in the radiology
department such as those noted above are the result of both human performance and
systemic errors. It is imperative that ATA’s radiology department work to diminish
preventable errors. Doing so will increase quality in care, decrease unnecessary
institution and patient costs, and improve patients’ quality of life.
In order for the radiology department at ATA Hospital to begin understanding
systemic errors, they must understand the root causes and why they exist. The HPT
model, as described in an earlier chapter and displayed in Figure 1, provides HPT
practitioners a framework for systemic performance improvement.
Beginning in the first section of the HPT model (see Figure 1), performance
analysis is the phase in which radiology departments would be studied in order to
determine what is classified as an error versus a non-errant environment. After radiology
performance gaps are identified and the significance of the gaps has been determined, a
cause analysis takes a deeper look at what is potentially causing the gap or specifically,
errors in radiology orders. Once the causes of radiology order errors have been identified,
suitable interventions may be designed and selected. It is important for HPT practitioners
to continually evaluate the selected intervention to determine the viability of the
intervention and newly formed processes. The act of implementing an intervention and
change, as well as the evaluation of the intervention(s), can be found in the last phases of
the HPT model. By following the HPT model from the first phase to the last phase, HPT
practitioners are able to analyze, design, develop, implement, and evaluate faulty
processes.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study is to determine the root causes of errant ordered
radiology exams at ATA Hospital and to make recommendations for future actions to
improve processes related to ordering radiological tests. This study answers three main
research questions.
1. Exactly what are the performance problems associated with errant orders within ATA
Hospital’s radiology department that warrant further research?
2. What causes the increase in errant radiological orders at ATA Hospital?
3. What types of performance improvement solutions will reduce errant orders within
ATA’s radiology department while aligning with ATA Hospital’s budget and
mission?

Participants
This research was conducted at ATA Hospital. ATA is a non-profit hospital
located in the Intermountain West of the United States, consisting of approximately 1,600
employees. The target population for this research is a group of employees identified by
their job descriptions and responsibilities in the radiology department at ATA Hospital.
Twenty employees in the radiology department participated in the study. Participants
included three physicians, three floor nurses, two radiology schedulers, three radiology
nurses, three radiology administrators, three MRI technologists, and three X-ray
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technologists. The following section describes data collection methods and population
subsets at ATA Hospital.

Instruments and Procedures
Three major phases of data collection, delineated in Figure 2, were facilitated for
this study. The first phase consisted of semi-structured interviews. All interview
questions were categorized by the groups they were intended to address and by Gilbert’s
Behavior Engineering Model (see Table 2), in order to facilitate data analysis that would
contribute to the needs assessment and intervention selection goals of this research. The
second phase of data collection consisted of exploratory, semi-structured observations.
The third and final phase of data collection consolidated historical data collected
over a four-month period from ATA’s out-patient imaging center and a three-month
period from ATA’s main campus radiology. The first two data collection methods, as
stated by Schensul, Schensul, and LeCompte (1999), allow flexibility in exploring any
topic in-depth and new topics as they arise. Conversely, the collection of historical data
lends to a fixed qualitative and quantitative analysis of organizationally-recorded data
over a set period of time.
Participation in this study was voluntary. Based on job descriptions, as they
applied to this study, personnel were invited to participate via a verbal invitation. All data
that was collected from interviews, observations, and historical sources were recorded in
a softbound notebook dedicated strictly to this research. At the completion of a data
collection event, an index marker was placed atop the notebook, depicting the first page
of every session. The index marker noted the individual or group queried, the date that
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the data collection took place, and length of time an individual has worked in that
position. Figure 2 displays the categories of individuals and hospital departments that
provided data in each phase of the data collection portion of the research.

Phase I:
Open-Ended
Interviews

Phase II:
Observation

Phase III:
Historic
Data

Ordering
Physicians (3)

Hospital
Schedulers (3)

ATA Out Patient

Floor Nurses (3)

Radiology
Modality
(X-Ray) (3)

ATA Hospital

Radiology
Schedulers (2)
Radiology
Nurses (3)

Radiology
Modality
(MRI) (3)

Radiology
Admin (3)
Figure 2 Data Collection Methods

Phase I Data Collection: Semi-Structured Interviews
The first phase of data collection consisted of in-depth, semi-structured
interviews. A total of 14 interviews took place, in person, lasting up to 45 minutes each.
Four types of employees distinguished by job title and duty were interviewed; a fifth
group of physicians that are independent of ATA Hospital (not employed by ATA
Hospital) were interviewed as well. All individuals interviewed were invited in person to
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take part in the study. A copy of the script used to solicit participants for interviews is in
Appendix A.
Sample groups from five different job classifications within ATA Hospital were
identified as both key stakeholders and dependant personnel throughout the process of
completing a radiology test. The five job classifications identified and designated as data
collection sources were: (a) ordering physicians, (b) floor nurses (nurses not associated
with the radiology department), (c) radiology schedulers (those identified as scheduling
patient exams), (d) radiology nurses, and (e) radiology administration. Each of these job
classifications are described in detail in the following paragraphs. The five designated job
classifications work in conjunction with each other to facilitate a radiology exam from
initiation to completion. Based on interviews and knowledge of the systems as a result of
my employment at ATA Hospital, Figure 3 depicts the typical communication flow of a
radiology exam, beginning with the primary caregiver and ending with radiology
management.
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Figure 3 Radiology Exam Order Process and Administration Responsibilities

Ordering Physicians
Physician interview questions are in Appendix B. The three physicians were
interviewed at ATA Hospital during normal working hours. The purpose of interviewing
the physicians was to understand how they order radiology exams and identify potential
problems that may arise when an exam is ordered. Completing a radiology exam requires
the collaborative effort of individuals from many different job classifications within ATA
Hospital. Although radiological exams can be ordered by physicians, physician assistants,
and nurse practitioners, three physicians were interviewed for this study as they represent
the majority of caregivers ordering radiology exams. The exam is initiated by a patient’s
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caregiver, and then the orders are written or typed and given to the caregiver’s nurse or
exam schedulers.
Floor Nurses
Floor nurse interview questions are in Appendix C. Three nurses were
interviewed at ATA Hospital during normal working hours. The three nurses interviewed
for this study work for three different physicians practicing in three different disciplines.
Although the three work in different departments, their responsibilities and training for
ordering diagnostic tests are the same.
A physician nurse is responsible for communicating the caregiver’s requested
diagnostic test type to radiology schedulers. Once an ordering physician has determined
the exam he or she thinks is correct for the symptom, the physician conveys that
information to the respective nurse or associate. It then becomes the responsibility of the
nurse or scheduler to contact ATA Hospital or any other imaging clinic to schedule a
time for the indicated modality and test type.
Radiology Schedulers
Radiology scheduler questions are in Appendix D. The schedulers were
interviewed at ATA Hospital during normal working hours. The radiology schedulers are
two individuals that take phone calls and faxes related to radiology examinations. This
group is responsible for scheduling examinations, ensuring that the unit has all required
documentation, and conveying to the ordering body what precursors a patient will need
for an exam. Indications for test precursors include not eating before an exam, any
required blood draws, as well as inquiring for any known allergies. This is a front-line
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position within the radiology department that involves skills in customer service and
administrative tasks.
Radiology Nurses
Radiology nurse questions are in Appendix E. The nurses were interviewed at
ATA Hospital during normal working hours. Radiology nurses work with patients once
they arrive for their radiology tests. They ensure that patients have completed their exam
precursors, and they administer test precursors that patients cannot fulfill themselves
prior to their radiology exam. Tasks such as providing valium for claustrophobia, lastminute blood draws, and post-exam evaluations are but a few of the responsibilities of a
radiology nurse. The radiology nurses at ATA Hospital are individuals who interact with
other individuals and modalities within the radiology department to provide completed
radiology exams. Because of this relationship, radiology nurses were interviewed in oneon-one interviews to assist in identifying data that aided in answering the main research
questions.
Radiology Administrators
Radiology administration questions are in Appendix F. The administrators were
interviewed at ATA Hospital during normal working hours. The administrators of the
radiology department work to coordinate not only the individuals that work under them in
their many different roles, but also to coordinate with physicians. Physician coordination
includes insuring that physicians are receiving the proper test type per their individual
preferences and keeping abreast of standards in practice, test costs, and test coding.
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Phase II Data Collection: Observation
Observational data were collected to identify and understand actual performance
in context. This, coupled with the interviews described above, allowed for triangulating
observations and statements to understand actual and idealized processes required to
complete a radiology exam. According to Rummler and Brache (1995), a business
process is a series of steps designed to produce a product or service, with some processes
being contained wholly in a function. However, most business processes, such as a
radiology exam, span multiple hierarchies and functions within an organization. The span
between different organizational functions and hierarchies, or “white space” (Rummler &
Brache, 1995), is made visible by the data collected during observation.
The second phase of data collection consisted of the observation of individual
departments or modalities within the radiology department highlighted in Figure 4.
According to Russ-Eft and Preskill (2001), qualitative observations help evaluators
understand the context and interactions among participants and artifacts in a program, in
addition to some of its effects. The ATA Hospital employees observed worked
individually or as a group to fulfill physician-requested radiology exams. These groups
were appropriate to observe because of their vital role in completing error-free exams.
They therefore represent the best available group of individuals for learning how exams
are actually fulfilled. The roles observed are described in detail in the following
paragraphs.
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Figure 4 Areas in Dashed Box Observed in the Radiology Exam Order Process

Hospital Schedulers
The first observed group was the radiology schedulers for ATA Hospital. As
noted previously, radiology schedulers are the frontline communication point for
physicians and patients when radiology exams are needed. The non-participant
observation of radiology schedulers was essential to understanding how and why they
execute certain tasks through both verbal and nonverbal communication. This provided a
rich source of data and aided in both understanding and describing individual and group
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processes. Three radiology schedulers were observed on two different occasions, under
normal working conditions, in sessions lasting up to two hours each.
Radiology Modality
The second group observed was the radiology technologists at the hospital’s outpatient imaging clinic. This particular imaging center is connected via hallway to the
main hospital campus. The purpose of this imaging clinic is to provide out-patient (nonhospital admitted) radiology services such as MRI, CT, and general X-ray. Although this
is a multimodality imaging center, only the X-ray technologists were observed at this
location. The observation session of three X-ray technologists lasted approximately two
hours and was conducted under normal working conditions in the X-ray department.
Although observation of the X-ray technologists was intended to be conducted from a
non–participant perspective, the willingness of the group to answer questions expanded
the scope to include an informal interview session as well. For example, I had the
opportunity to integrate questions such as “How did you know to do that?” during general
observation, allowing for dynamic data collection.
MRI Department
The third and final observation session was of the MRI department on the main
hospital campus. Unlike the out-patient clinic previously discussed, the MRI department
on the main campus shares both in-patient and out-patient responsibilities. Observation of
three MRI technologists lasted approximately two hours and was conducted under normal
working conditions. Analogous to what was accomplished with the X-ray technologists,
the MRI observations were originally planned to be non-participant observation sessions.
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However, like the X-ray technologists, the observation session grew to involve an
informal interview.
As with the one-on-one interviews, observation field notes were recorded in a
softbound notebook. All observations were marked by an index tab atop the first page of
the session noting observed group, time, date, and years in current position.

Phase III Data Collection: Historical Data
The third and final procedure used during the data collection phase was reviewing
historical order data from ATA’s main campus radiology and ATA’s out-patient clinic.
As stated earlier, both radiology departments provide multiple imaging options (MRI,
CT, X-ray, and mammography). Because of ongoing efforts made by radiology
administration to understand order errors, there are two time periods in which the
occurrences of actual order errors were collected. The first set of data I reviewed was
documentation produced at ATA’s main hospital campus from May 2008 to July 2008.
The physician orders were identified and collected by radiology technologists because of
identified mistakes such as contrast related errors, improper ordered test type, missing or
incorrect diagnosis, and no patient location or side indication. This specific data
collection was requested by radiology administration for a previous performance
improvement effort.
The second set of data I reviewed was based on actual accounts of errant orders
collected at ATA’s out-patient clinic over a four-month period from November 2008 to
February 2009. As stated earlier, both radiology sites have the ability to complete similar
exams; however, only data specific to X-ray exams were collected at this location. The
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documentation collected was recorded by multiple X-ray technologists. Like the data
collected at ATA’s main hospital campus, the physician orders were identified and
collected by the X-ray technologists because of identified mistakes such as wrong order
for test type, no diagnosis code, no patient location or side indicated, and missing
physician signature or date. This specific data collection was requested by radiology
administration because of the recognized occurrences of errant orders.
I recorded the information gathered from the historical data in the softbound
notebook identified earlier. The data was collated by wrong order types and identified
order source and entered into a Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet reflecting degrees of both
factors, respectively. Data collected over the four-month time period aids in
distinguishing the overall number of errant exam types and the potential causes of the
indicated errors.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Performance Analysis
The first research question was: RQ1. Exactly what are the performance problems
associated with errant orders within ATA Hospital’s radiology department that warrants
further research? To answer this question, I investigated three specific sub-research
questions: RQ1-1. What are the actual performance states? RQ1-2. What are the desired
performance states? and RQ1-3. What are the significances of the gap between actual and
desired performances? Table 6 is a short summary of findings related to RQ1.

Table 6 Summary of Findings
Actual Performance

Desired Performance

Significance of the Gap

A high number of errant
exams ordered including
contrast related, wrong
ordered test, missing or no
diagnosis, wrong or no side
indicated, missing physician
signature, and no date for
requested exam.

An exam ordering process
that is relatively free of
questions and mistakes from
both ordering caregivers
and modality technologists,
that aids in achieving
sustainable levels of good
patient care.

The performance gap leads
to patients receiving
unjustified contrast media,
and radiation, costing
patients and ATA Hospital
money, wasted time, and
increased liability.
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Actual Performance State
The instant a radiology test is ordered, set protocols depend on the combination of
people, processes, and workflows. Each elemental combination applies compound
variables that essentially provide a service free of mistakes and errors, or the inverse of
each respectively. When co-processes intended to work symbiotically collide within
workflows, the instances of mistakes and errors increase. In order to understand this
phenomenon as it applies to a radiology test ordered at ATA Hospital, the data collected
from interviews, observation, and historical data follows.
Errant Radiology Orders
Although physicians and caregivers initiate radiology exams based on specific
patient symptoms, many different parties can cause an order to become classified as
errant. Figure 5 shows data collected from the out-patient radiology clinic at ATA and
from ATA’s main campus. The graph delineates specific order errors and the occurrence
of each over two periods: a four-month period, December 2008 through March 2009,
collected from the out-patient center; and a three-month period, May 2008 through July
2008, collected at ATA’s main campus. Combining the numbers of various types of
errors (i.e., contrast, test type, diagnosis, side indication, signature, and date), a total of 75
errors were found in ATA’s out-patient radiology clinic, and a total of 280 errors were
found in ATA’s main campus during the stated periods. The 355 collected errors
represent errors that were noticed and rectified. On a positive note, the hospital identified
and corrected these errors; however, all of the indicated errors represent unnecessary time
spent by radiology staff clarifying radiology orders from the ordering physician and/or
staff.
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Figure 5 shows the frequency of types of order errors. Although errors typified by
missing information (i.e., wrong side or no side indicated, missing physician signature,
and missing date) are less significant in nature, these details are required by law before
the exam may be completed. For the remaining errant orders (i.e., missing or incorrect
diagnosis and improper order test type including contrast related errors), the needed
rectification is more advanced. The latter indication of errant ordered exams will remain
the focus of this discussion because of the fact that missing fields, such as physician
signature, date, and patient side, are the consequences of simple mistakes and/or lack of
thoroughness. Indications specific to improper order test type can be further understood
in the following culmination of answers.

Figure 5 Radiology Order Errors
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Is There a Problem?
When interviewed, 15 out of 19 participants acknowledged that errant ordered
radiology exams are a problem. Interview and observation data provided by physicians,
X-ray technologists and MRI technologists attest to this and identify several issues. For
instance, an abundance of contrast-related issues (should the exam be ordered with
contrast media or not) surfaced as issues from both hospital staff as well as the ordering
physicians. Upon asking how big of an issue contrast related errors are, all three of the
MRI technologists in the room indicated that the issue is huge and multiple occurrences
happen daily. This is reinforced by the data in Figure 5. Not only were there many
occurrences of contrast-related errors in the historical data, comments from MRI
technologists confirm this finding.
Errant contrast exams begin with the uncertainties of the ordering physician. I was
told in an interview with a doctor of gastroenterology that even though they have been
instructed of when to order an exam with or without contrast, it was still unclear. This
perception coincides with interviews and observation taken from MRI technologists who
all emphasized that the majority of errant radiology orders are contrast-related. The MRI
technologists stated that if an ordering physician is uncertain of whether the patient
should have contrast, they will order the exam with contrast because they feel that the
exam results will be better. In a subsequent interview with a general practitioner
regarding protocol changes regarding the use of contrast agents, he stated, “doctors
cannot keep up with all of the changes.” Changes that pertain to the best exam type for
the desired results and how the exam should be completed are confusing for two of the
three interviewed physicians.
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As previously discussed, another type of errant order is an improper test type.
This topic is indicative but not limited to errors such as contrast related, ordering multiple
exams, or the wrong exam. These errors are potentially harmful to the patient and costly.
For instance, if a physician orders a CT or an MRI with contrast and the patient does not
require it, not only does it add potential harm to the patient, it also adds significant costs
to the procedure. In the instance a physician does not understand a radiology protocol and
orders a test that later needs to be repeated because the ordered test did not include vital
anatomy, the patient will be exposed to unnecessary radiation or radiological elements.
Both examples include compounding issues that are neither necessary nor safe.

Desired Performance State
It is staggeringly apparent based on historical data, interviews, and observations
that there are uncertainties as well as a lack of thoroughness when radiology tests are
ordered. With the acknowledgment that there are associated errors when ordering
radiology exams at ATA Hospital, we need to understand what is optimal in order to
reduce radiology order errors.
Errant ordered radiology exams affect multiple departments, employees, and
patients associated with radiology. In order to reduce the number of errant orders, an
optimal state must be determined. Of course, each person involved in this process is
likely to define a different optimal state. Specifically, radiology administrators not only
desire orders free of errors from a patient care perspective, they also want their
employees to spend less time on resolving errors. One radiology administrator, when
asked what an optimal state looks like, responded, “correct procedure on the correct
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modality as well as keeping the technologist 90% efficient” (spending less than 10% of
time dealing with order errors). A second radiology administrator interviewed stated,
“optimal would be 100% correct orders and exams every time.” A radiology nurse told
me during an interview that one optimal state would be a checklist of sorts, before any
exam was initiated. Looking from the perspective of one interviewed ordering physician,
his response was, “no call backs from radiology,” or “knowing what to order and how to
order every time without question!”
Based on those interviewed, an ideal or optimal state of performance in regards to
radiology exams varies depending on the specific portion or points in the process in
which he or she is directly involved. For the hospital administrator, a desired state of
performance is a correctly ordered exam from the physician, which alleviates the need for
the radiology technologist to rectify the errant order. For the physician, an optimal state
for ordering a radiology exam is understanding what should be ordered, which alleviates
queries from radiology technologists wanting remedies for the errant exam order.
Although each entity desires remedies that may differ in approach, the collective desired
state for radiology exam orders is shared by both the ordering physician and the hospital:
that the ordering physician knows what and how to order the correct radiology exam and
the radiology employee no longer needs to follow up with the ordering physician,
eliminating non-value added time spent by both the hospital employee and physician. Not
only does achieving the discussed desired state “free up” valuable time for physicians and
staff, more importantly, patients will no longer be subject to long wait times and the
repercussions of unjustified radiology elements.
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Significance of the Gap
Reflecting on the information given, I have depicted two performance states. The
first performance state depicts actual performance of 355 unique order errors over a
seven-month period. The second reflects that of an optimal performance state. According
to many key stakeholders, optimal performance would be a 90 to 100 percent reduction in
order errors and an order process that is understood by all parties.
The actual and potential significance of this performance gap is costly and
dangerous to ATA Hospital and its patients. The risk of not closing this performance gap
is quite high because if it is not remedied, hospital staff, physicians, and patients are
subjected to errors that cost all parties’ unjustified financial expenditures, physical risk
and liability. The fact that there were a large number of order errors (355) collected over
a short time period, as well as the fact that there is confusion from physicians when
radiology exams are ordered, beckons the need for process improvement.

Cause Analysis
The second major research question was RQ2. What causes the increase in errant
radiological orders at ATA Hospital? To answer this question, I again researched three
supporting questions: RQ2-1. Why is there an inordinate amount of errant radiology
orders? RQ2-2. What are the information, instrumentation, and motivation sources that
substantiate the performance gap? and RQ2-3. What are the potential interactions among
the causes for the performance gap?
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Why Are There Order Errors?
It is one of the fundamental purposes of this study to not only understand the
nature and root causes of errant ordered exams at ATA Hospital, but also to establish a
baseline for future studies. Therefore, it is important to discuss why there currently is a
high rate of errant ordered radiology exams. To achieve an understanding of why there
are order errors, I analyzed causes of the inordinate numbers of errant radiology exams
by using Gilbert’s BEM. According to Gilbert (1978), in order for performance to
improve and for improvements to be sustainable, a network or system of factors must be
in place; the BEM is Gilbert’s idea for what comprises such a system. Gilbert (1978) also
suggests a logical troubleshooting sequence for identifying the causes of performance
problems as shown with the numbers next to the six factors of the BEM model. The
causal factors that were the focus of this study were data, instruments, incentives and
knowledge (see Table 7). This is justified by the very high rate of reoccurring themes in
the data that attributed to these specific environmental and behavioral factors. They also
hold the potential for the greatest leverage or improvement.
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Table 7 Causes Featured in BEM

Environmental
Supports

Person’s
Repertory of
Behavior

Information

Instrumentation

Motivation

1. Data
a. Lack of ATA
Hospital conveying
feedback or
information to
physicians.
b. Lack of agreedupon standard
c. Lack of adequate
guidance in
ordering
radiological tests.
4. Knowledge
Difficulty for
ordering physicians
and radiology
schedulers to keep
up with changing
exam protocols.

2. Instruments
Lack of consistency
in radiology exam
order sheets.

3. Incentives
a. No negative
consequences to the
ordering physician
because of errant
orders.
b. No positive
reinforcement when
exams are correctly
ordered.

5. Capacity

6. Motives

The occurrences of performance problems from both individual and group
interviews using Gilbert’s BEM were categorized as a lack of data, instruments,
incentives and knowledge in regards to the entire radiology order process. The following
data reveals why there are inordinate amounts of errant ordered radiology exams and why
a lack of environmental and behavioral factors are contributing to these errors.

Data
Ordering physicians have different options when a radiology exam order question
arises. One option is to speak with a radiologist (doctor of radiology) to ask their
questions and receive clarification. One physician interviewed, a doctor of oncology, said
that she rarely had problems ordering radiology exams because if she did have a question,
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she would wait for an answer from the radiologist. Unfortunately, because of today’s
fast-paced medical treatment and reimbursement practices, physicians may not have the
time to make phone calls to rectify the problems. For instance, based on interviews with
radiology technologists from ATA’s out-patient clinic, if a patient comes to the clinic for
an X-ray and the X-ray request script is errant, their first task is to call the physician’s
office for clarification. If the radiology technologist is initially able to reach the
physician’s nurse or support staff, they may be able to assist with the errant order.
Even if a physician correctly orders a radiology exam, the potential for the exam
to be classified as errant continues to exist because of lack of data shared with other key
stakeholders. According to interviews with the radiology schedulers, they are often the
first line of communication for patients, doctors, nurses, and clinic schedulers when a
radiology exam is ordered. They not only find available times for the patient’s test, they
too are required to convey needed patient preparation for each test. For example,
preparations can be, but are not limited to, not eating or drinking before a test, potential
contra-indications, and coordinating additional, same day tests. However, if the
physician’s support staff is uncertain of the physician’s request, they have to wait until
the physician is available, which could be minutes or even hours. In this scenario, the
physician’s nurse has to wait on the physician, the X-ray technologist has to wait on the
physician or physician’s nurse, and the patient must wait for his or her X-ray. X-ray
technologists, when asked how long they have had to wait for orders to be rectified by a
physician, answered, “sometimes the better part of a day.” Further, one of the X-ray
technologists stated “one time we had to wait for four days for a physician to get back to
us about an order issue.” An errant ordered exam often takes an inordinate amount of
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time to rectify, costing extended wait times for hospital staff and the patient. When
physicians errantly order radiology exams, due to a lack of feedback and guidance
concerning the exam order process, patients suffer long wait times and delayed results.

Instruments
Interviews and observation indicated that there was not a standard order form
used when ordering radiology exams. There were three different paper-based forms
(Appendices G, H, and I) that physicians use to order radiology exams. Although many
of the test types and nomenclature are similar in all three forms, they are not completely
standard.
Non-standardized radiology order forms can produce two types of consequences.
The first consequence of non-standard radiology order forms is lack of an established
schema for physicians ordering radiology exams. This can become evident when a clinic
physician (not employed by ATA Hospital) orders a radiology test while caring for a
patient in his or her office. In this case, the physician would use an order form such as
that found in Appendix G. However, this same physician could have a different patient
admitted to ATA Hospital that also needs a radiology exam. In this instance, the ordering
physician may then have to reference the order form found in Appendix H. To further
compound this issue, Appendix I is a form used by ATA’s emergency department to
order diagnostic tests including those pertaining to, and performed in ATA’s radiology
department. Information obtained during an interview with an emergency department
ward secretary surfaced frustrations affiliated with multiple order forms for radiology
exams. The second consequence, as she pointed out, there are multiple tasks and related
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forms to complete for certain radiology exams, making the process very difficult,
especially when the department is busy. Not only does the lack of a standard radiology
order form complicate processes for the ordering physician, it too makes it difficult for
support staff.

Incentives
Gilbert’s third factor of the BEM suggests that incentives, or lack of, can be an
environmental cause of poor performance. Data from radiology schedulers and
physicians indicate that there are no negative consequences because of errant orders and
no positive reinforcement when exams are correctly ordered. When asked if they ever
received positive feedback from a correctly ordered or facilitated exam request, radiology
schedulers simply stated, “No!” Likewise, data from ordering physicians indicated a lack
of feedback when an exam was correctly or incorrectly ordered. If a physician incorrectly
ordered an exam, an ATA employee would simply resolve it with no negative
consequence for the ordering physician. Similarly, there is no positive reinforcement
measure in place by ATA Hospital when a radiology exam is correctly ordered. When
asked if there was any system in place for positive reinforcement when exams were
ordered correctly, a representative of ATA’s radiology administration responded, “No.”
The administrator explained that the only time physicians are given feedback about an
ordered exam is when it is incorrectly ordered, and they are contacted for exam
rectification. The lack of feedback, both positive and negative, result in little or no
incentives from ATA Hospital, ultimately lending to poor performances. This has a
direct, negative effect on the exam ordering process.
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Knowledge
A recurring theme from interviews and observations was that many of the key
stakeholders involved in ordering a radiology test simply do not fully understand the
organization’s process of ordering specific radiology exams. A majority of physicians
interviewed (two of three) indicated that even though they are educated at conferences,
through trade journals, and by fellow physicians on how and what to order for a radiology
exam, it was still confusing. Two physicians also stated that there is a massive amount of
changing information due to medical advancements and best care protocol changes.
Not different from comments made by physicians, schedulers stated that it is
difficult to keep up with changes with different exam types. One radiology scheduler
explained, “radiologists do not like to speak with caregivers about radiology test changes.
They [radiologists] feel that it is up to them [radiology schedulers] to tell caregivers about
the changes.” When communication of vital information is not adequate, the knowledge
of all parties is compromised. In over half of the interviews (13) conducted with
physicians and staff for this study, specific remarks pointed to a lack of knowledge in
association with errant ordered radiology exams. If key stakeholders are not given the
feedback (data) about test and protocol changes, their repertory of knowledge will suffer.

Process Management of Data, Instruments, Incentives, and Knowledge
In addition to the discussed causes of performance gaps due to environmental and
behavioral factors, there are also interactions between these causes. Interview data
suggests that it is difficult for key stakeholders to keep up with radiology exam order
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standards because of constantly changing protocols. As stated earlier, there are multiple
exam order forms that may be used, based on originating region, when ordering a
radiology exam. Not only is it difficult for physicians to know radiology test specifics,
the process of actually ordering it is the next hurdle.
Contributing factors of lack of data, instrumentation, incentives and knowledge
have aided in increasing the performance gap, while simultaneously increasing errant
ordered radiology exams at ATA Hospital. Rummler and Brache’s (1995) Nine
Performance Variables Model (see Table 8), illustrates how a lack of process control,
specifically process management, can be a major contributor to poor performance in an
organization. For example, during one interview, a nurse in the radiology department at
ATA Hospital stated: “People ordering tests do not know all of the specifics about
patients and ordering tests. When they have issues ordering exams, they throw off other
tests that a patient may need that day or in the near future.”

Table 8 Processes in Rummler and Brache’s (1995) Nine Performance Variables
Performance Needs

Performance
Level

Goals

Design

Management

Organization

Organization Goals

Organization
Design

Organization
Management

Process Goals

Process Design

Process
Management

Job Goals

Job Design

Job Management

Process
Job/Performance
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Intervention Selection
The third major research question was RQ3. What types of performance
improvement solutions will reduce errant orders within ATA’s radiology department
while aligning with ATA Hospital’s budget and mission? In order to answer RQ3, three
supporting research questions were devised. RQ3-1. What interventions will address the
causes of the performance gaps? RQ3-2. What types of interventions will provide both
long-term and short-term effectiveness? RQ3-3. Is the intervention cost within the budget
of ATA Hospital? The following discussion supports the third main research question as
well as the three supporting research questions.
As presented above, four factors made up of environmental and behavioral stimuli
are the most probable root causes of errant ordered radiology exams. The first factor is a
lack of data and feedback for physicians and support staff. The second factor is a lack of
instruments, specifically a lack of consistency in radiology exam order sheets. The third
factor is incentive or lack thereof by not providing positive or negative consequences
when exams were properly or errantly ordered, respectively. The last factor lies within
knowledge, in that it is difficult for ordering physicians and radiology schedulers to keep
up with changing exam protocols.

Diffusion of Effect
The following proposed interventions are guided by Gilbert’s rationale and theory
of leverage and diffusion. According to Gilbert (1978), practitioners should implement
solutions that have the greatest potential for change for the least amount of financial
expenditures. At the same time, Gilbert also suggests that there is no need for specific
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solutions to directly address each cause or failed performance factor. This is because of
the diffusion effect, or the rationale that a single solution can have both positive and
negative effects on primary, secondary and tertiary factors. Depicted in Table 9 are
suggested solutions with arrows that indicate the diffusion of effect. Specifically, by
implementing solutions like standardized radiology order forms, quick reference sheets,
and a software-based exam order utility, there is great opportunity for positive side
effects (+) with only a small risk for negative side effects (-). A positive effect of the
proposed solutions is that the key stakeholders would be responsible for solution
implementations, thus providing the feedback or data needed. This would be a positive
effect because ATA Hospital would listen to their needs and be intimately involved in the
process. Also, after the new quick reference and exam order forms have been used for a
period of time, knowledge will transfer to the key stakeholders’ personal repertory of
behavior, reducing the instances in which they may need to use the quick reference form.
However, a potential short-term negative consequence of the suggested solutions is the
time required to learn how to use them.
Following Gilbert’s rationale, I propose two short-term solutions that are likely to
be effective and will not require an inordinate amount of resources to implement. The
third and final solution is a long-term solution that requires more funds for
implementation, but would be a functional and sustainable tool. The first proposed short
term intervention is a quick reference, paper-based sheet that can be utilized by ordering
physicians and ATA staff as a job aid to answer questions about radiology exams. The
second proposed short-term intervention is a radiology order form that is standardized in
format and nomenclature, regardless of hospital location.
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Table 9 Diffusion of Effect among Data, Instruments, Incentives, and Knowledge
Information

Instrumentation

Motivation

Environmental
Supports

1. Data

2. Instruments
a. Radiology
Reference Sheets
b. Standardized
Radiology Order
Forms
c. Software-Based
Exam Order Utility

3. Incentives

Person’s Repertory
of Behavior

4. Knowledge

5. Capacity

6. Motives

Short Term: Radiology Reference Sheets
Continued education in any vocation and industry is a must in order to sustain
viability. For physicians and caregivers referring patients to ATA’s radiology department,
sustainability and viability equates to correctly ordered radiology exams. However, in
order to do so, physicians must be kept abreast of ever changing, best care practices.
Although physicians speak with colleagues, read trade journals, and attend seminars, it is
difficult for them to keep up as the radiology industry is in a constant state of flux. For
this reason I propose a set of paper-based, quick reference guides that refer to all
radiology modalities in the radiology department at ATA Hospital.
Appendix J is the start of a CT quick reference sheet already produced by the CT
department. This particular reference is organized on the left hand side of the sheet by
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anatomical region. The anatomy is then followed by the most utilized way to maximize
what the physician wishes to see. Reference guides for other radiology modalities
including MRI, X-ray, and ultrasound will share a similar organizational structure. In
doing so, both physicians and support staff would have a consistent and concrete resource
that is easy to understand and read.
In order for this intervention to become viable, two requirements must be
satisfied. First, reference charts for each modality must be revisited at determined
intervals to ensure that they are accurate and up-to-date. Second, the reference sheets
must be properly dispersed to all ordering physicians. As simple as the latter may sound,
during my interview with the ER ward clerk of ATA, she was asked if she was familiar
with the CT reference sheet. She read through the sheet and responded, “I have never
seen this before but it would be great to have!” This statement suggests that ATA is not
only failing to reach out to their referring physicians, they are not divulging information
amongst departments.

Short Term: Standardized Radiology Order Forms
The second proposed short-term intervention to assist in alleviating the amount of
errant ordered radiology exams at ATA Hospital is to implement standardization in
radiology exam order forms. As discussed earlier and seen in Appendices G, H, and I, in
the relatively small population interviewed for this study, there was a total of three
radiology order forms discovered. Standardizing exam order forms would assist in
alleviating questions that may further lead to errant orders from both physicians and
support staff. Whether the ordering physician is independent of, or employed by ATA
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Hospital, standardized radiology exam order forms would provide a familiar platform that
may reduce errors. When utilizing a standardized form, the ordering physician would
know what they are ordering based on exams previously ordered. This is contrary to the
current situation where physicians use one exam order sheet at their private clinics, and
then may use a completely different order form for their admitted ATA patients.
The implementation of a standardized radiology exam form can be scaled to any
level. Standard does not necessarily mean that there should only be one form. For
instance, orthopedic surgeons may only need a select amount of radiology exams from
select radiology modalities. It may not make sense to supply them with an order form that
has more available radiology exams than they will ever use. In this case, it would make
sense to supply an orthopedic surgeon a pared-down order form with tests specific to
orthopedic surgery. However, in doing so, it would be imperative that the nomenclature,
order, and format of available exams remain constant on all radiology order forms.
Although the physical layout of the entire order form(s) may differ, the nomenclature,
order, and format would remain constant to alleviate frustration and mistakes.

Long Term: Software-Based Exam Order Utility
The third and final suggested intervention is a software utility that incorporates
the basic principles of the two short-term interventions. The proposed software utility
could incorporate the use of the quick reference sheets in a digital format that will allow
physicians to select the proper exam based on the results of the electronic, quick
reference utility. The proposed interface will show a graphic of a human subject. Based
on a patient’s symptoms and anatomical location, the physician will use a touch screen,
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starting with anatomy, and then the desired radiology modality, to select the
recommended exam order. Figure 6 depicts what the graphic interface or human subject
may look like, with selectable anatomical “hot spots.” Once the physician is satisfied
with the exam, the physician can simply finalize the exam through the electronic utility to
send the order to ATA Hospital or any desired destination.

Figure 6 Anatomical Representation for Software-Based Utility

The proposed software utility would serve multiple functions to reduce errant
orders. As an electronic utility, the end user will access the database with a portable
device, such as laptop computer. End users can be assured that they are using the latest
version of the utility, given that most upgrades to an electronic job aid such as the one
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proposed are much easier than that of a paper-based tool. Additionally, the issue of latent
or old revisions of paper-based tools will be eliminated.
As discussed, physicians have identified an exam to order, they would have the
ability to order the exam using this software utility. This would automatically place an
electronic signature and date stamp on the exam request. This alone, in referencing the
data in Figure 5, would significantly decrease order errors. As a single tool that works as
a job aid when exam questions arise, as well as a utility used to order the exam, the
proposed electronic utility will serve as a performance improvement tool that will
continuously be updated based on feedback from key stakeholders and national best care
practices.

Intervention Discussion
The discussed interventions, (a) implementing quick reference exam sheets, (b)
standardizing radiology order forms, and (c) implementing a software-based exam order
utility, are three ways to reduce the amount of errant ordered radiology exams at ATA
Hospital. These interventions were selected based data analysis using Gilbert’s (1978)
BEM and Rummler and Brache’s (1995) Nine Performance Variables.
Using Gilbert’s BEM as a tool, complex scenarios are easier to understand and
discuss so that current performance behaviors may be modified. In thinking about
environmental and behavioral supports, the quick reference sheets, standardization of
radiology order forms, and electronic exam order utility will promise to address gaps
indicated above as well as increase quality in patient care. However, it is imperative that
the engineering of all proposed solutions follow the current knowledge base or repertoire
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of all users. Doing so will facilitate a smoother transition and create motivation for
continual, long term success.
The proposed environmental and behavioral modifications support both ordering
physicians as well as ATA Hospital, in that they will increase quality of patient care and
reduce the amount of wasted time for all parties. However, in order to ensure the use and
sustainability of these interventions, both the potential cost and time frame of the
implementation must also be addressed. Although there are required front end
responsibilities in the early stages of the proposed short-term solutions, the work and cost
required to sustain them could be facilitated and absorbed by departments within ATA
Hospital, accompanied by insight and suggestions from ordering physicians. After the
forms have been introduced, they would continue to be modified at set intervals based on
feedback from users as well as new technologies and practices. Once the proposed shortterm solutions have been implemented and evaluated, the data used to build and sustain
the paper-based solutions will be the basis for the electronic reference and exam order
utility. Not only will the paper-based job aids be a low cost initial performance
improvement tool, they will act as a template for the electronic utility. This is a vital step
in successful implementation, because the physicians and staff will have a general
knowledge of how the tool works prior to implementation, given that their feedback
assisted in building it.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Overall Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to answer three main research questions. In order to
systematically answer and understand the three main research questions, I provided
supporting models, theories, and rationale that would substantiate my findings. One such
model that assisted in guiding my research, both in theory and practice, was the HPT
model found in Figure 1. HPT theory provided rationale required to determine both needs
and causes associated with errant radiology orders at ATA Hospital. The research
questions followed the flow of the HPT model. The initiating research question was RQ1:
Exactly what are the performance problems associated with errant orders within ATA
Hospital’s radiology department that warrants further research? As the principal
researcher, I have determined that there was, and continues to be, a significant gap
between actual and desired performance when a radiology exam is ordered at ATA
Hospital. The fact is, although there are many radiology orders that are fulfilled without
errors, there is still an undesirable amount that contains errors. The significance of such
order errors can be recognized in Figure 5, which delineates multiple types of errors
collected in a relatively short period of time (seven months). The number of recognized
errant ordered radiology exams is potentially dangerous, and can be substantiated by a
majority of staff and physicians interviewed for this study. Fifteen out of 19 people
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interviewed recognized that there are issues related to errant exam orders that need to be
resolved.
The second research question, RQ2, asked: What causes the increase in errant
radiological orders at ATA Hospital? Based on both direct and indirect feedback from
interviews that I had with both staff and physicians, I determined that there were four
significant causes for the high number of errant ordered radiology exams. Based on
collected data using Gilbert’s BEM as a guide to a functioning performance system, I
determined that a lack of data, incentives, and knowledge from both physicians and
hospital staff, and a lack of consistency in radiology order forms (instruments) have led
to errant ordered radiology exams. Independently and compound, both proposed causes
are significant contributors to the performance gap.
RQ3 followed: What types of performance improvement solutions will reduce
errant orders within ATA’s radiology department while aligning with ATA Hospital’s
budget and mission? The recommendations from this study to decrease the amount of
errant ordered radiology exams at ATA Hospital are to implement two-short term paperbased solutions that will lay the groundwork for the third proposed long-term, electronic
solution. The first paper-based solution, a quick reference order form, can be printed at
ATA’s in-house print shop. The forms will be developed by current employees of ATA
Hospital as well as feedback from physicians. The second short-term paper-based
solution, standardized exam order forms, will pose no additional cost to ATA Hospital as
they are already printed by ATA. The only difference is that the exam order forms will be
standardized in format and nomenclature. I estimate the total cost of the short-term paper-
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based solutions would be less than $1,000 annually. In order to ensure success of the
paper-based solutions in the short-term, they must:


Be available to all possible ordering departments and clinics



Include the most popular exams from all radiology modalities



Be easy to read and understandable



Be revisited on a continuous basis by an appointed key stakeholder to ensure they
reflect best care practices



Use the same nomenclature, format, and order throughout the pages as they
correspond to individual modalities



Incorporate a process in which the party(s) responsible for distributing the latest
revision of forms will also be responsible for collecting and discarding obsolete
versions
The third and final long-term solution is a software-based, exam order utility that

will allow physicians to query exam and protocol questions, as well as directly order
from a portable device. The proposed software utility will incorporate function, feedback,
and format from key stakeholders based on the short-term, paper-based job aids. Not only
will key stakeholders reduce errant ordered radiology exams with use of the two paperbased job aids, they will also be laying the groundwork for the electronic exam ordering
utility. Although this proposed utility will reduce the amount of errant ordered radiology
exams, short-term and long-term success will require foresight in budgeting and
implementation.
As pointed out earlier in this thesis, studies by Rummler and Brache (1995), as
well as Davenport, speak to the importance of processes and how they are managed. To
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reiterate from Rummler and Brache (1995), “Once we have Process Goals, we need to
make sure that our processes are structured (design) to meet the goals efficiently.
Processes should be logical, streamlined paths to achievement of the goals” (p. 23). As
indicated throughout the Cause Analysis section, there is a known performance problem,
with defined causes, that have potential performance improvement implications. Using
the HPT model (2004) and Gilbert’s BEM (1978), I answered the research questions
based on data from ATA Hospital and members who either belong to or use its
radiological services, and my knowledge and experience as a member of the ATA
Hospital radiological department.

Limitations of the Study
One of the limitations of this study was that I did not interview or observe any
modalities other than ATA’s out-patient X-ray technologists. However, the outcome of
this study would not have changed if I would have interviewed and observed these key
stakeholders. Based on the data in Figure 5, it can be deduced that both locations have the
same specific order issues based on the same causes.

Recommendations for Future Studies
Recommendations for future studies include implementing the proposed solutions
and evaluating their effectiveness over a set period of time. Effectiveness would be
measured by following the steps in the Evaluation section of the HPT model. Effective
implementation would be gauged on formative, summative, and confirmative status.
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A second recommendation for future studies includes duplicating this study at
other hospitals so that the findings of this study can be validated and expanded. Data
collection from other hospitals would aid in determining what radiology order errors are
the most common. This data could then be compared to similar order processes within
other hospitals that are successful, and determine how they differ from radiology ordering
processes. Based on the data, possible interventions could be determined that would
apply to a broad spectrum of hospitals.
Replicating this study at other hospitals would help determine the true magnitude
of this issue. It cannot be said with 100 percent assuredness that the issue ATA Hospital
has with errant ordered radiology exams only happens at ATA Hospital. Although it is
assumed that most hospitals have similar issues as described here, a duplication of this
study could confirm this assumption.
A third recommendation for future studies is to quantify the actual time spent
remedying errant orders and calculate the associated costs. Doing so may determine that
this problem is a contributor to rising healthcare costs. However, the quantification of
errant radiology orders would not have to stop at wasted time and money spent. Future
studies could also determine the actual amounts of patient harm or death due to errant
ordered radiology exams.
The fourth and final recommendation for this study is for ATA Hospital to
conduct a feasibility study concerning the long-term solution of a software-based, exam
order utility. In doing so, ATA would research existing software utilities and determine
whether the existing utilities offer the needed solution in an efficient and cost effective
manner. If ATA Hospital finds that the existing applications are not what they need as a
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process improvement tool, they may decide to devote money and resources to a custom
built application.
The discussed recommendations for future studies would not only shed more light
on the issues surrounding errant ordered radiology exams, they too could recommend
further performance improvement tools.

A Final Note
As a final note, the overwhelming acceptance and openness of all parties
interviewed and observed, demonstrated to me that not only are there recognized issues
with errant ordered radiology exams, but also that those who recognize them want them
resolved. Yet, although all parties interviewed and observed acknowledged that there are
issues that stem from errant ordered radiology exams at ATA Hospital, little has been
done to allocate resources to determine what should be done to alleviate them.
Because ATA Hospital recognized that there are issues with errant ordered
radiology exams even before this needs assessment was started, I am confident that they
will be willing to implement the recommendations for process improvement. Once
implemented, it is imperative that the progress and effectiveness of the implementation
are evaluated at the formative, summative, and confirmative stages to gauge progress.
I hope that by fulfilling my requirements to compose this thesis as my
culminating project, I have not only satisfied the degree requirements, I too hope that I
have “shed some light” on the issue of errant ordered radiology exams, as well as what
can be done to reduce them.
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APPENDIX A
Interview Invitation Script
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Hello (Name),
I am a Biomedical Systems Engineer at Saint Patrick Hospital. I am working on a
needs assessment project to improve the exam order process and to reduce the errant
orders in the radiology department. I will be working on this project over the next 3
month period as part of my job responsibility and as my culminating project towards a
Master of Science in Instructional and Performance Technology at Boise State
University. The goal of this project is to identify the root causes of errant orders and to
propose recommendations for improving the situation.

In order to complete this project, I need to observe the current ordering process
and survey and/or interview people who are involved in the ordering process. If you
accept this invitation, I will require your written consent to allow me to observe, survey,
and/or interview you.

This project has been approved by the Director of Radiology, Thomas McGuire I
would also like to assure you that this study has been reviewed and received ethics
clearance through the Institutional Review Board at Boise State University.
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APPENDIX B
Semi-Structured Physician Interview Questions
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1. Do you have issues when ordering diagnostic test such as unclear test type or
protocols?
2. What is a typical process for ordering a radiological exam on a patient?
3. Are there modalities that are more challenging then others when ordering exams? If
yes, can you give an example?
4. How are changes in imaging protocols conveyed to you?
5. Do you ever request to change a protocol for specific test types? Why? How often?
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APPENDIX C
Open Ended Floor Nurse Interview Questions
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1. When a radiology exam has been requested by a physician, what is the normal
protocol?
2. What typically goes wrong, or what kind of call back’s do you get with radiology
orders? Why is it important? How often does this happen?
3. Is your training on requirements for patients per modality adequate? If yes, or no,
provide examples.
4. Do physicians provide adequate explanation when he or she requests a specific test?
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APPENDIX D
Open Ended Radiology Schedulers Interview Questions
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1.

What is the current system used when ordering radiological exams?

2.

Is it a standard order system throughout patient care providers?

3.

Is the system different for care providers ordering diagnostic test from with-in the
hospital versus those ordering from outlying clinics?

4.

How often does it seem there is uncertainty about the test type to be ordered when it
is ordered?

5.

Are you provided the correct amount of training and applicable job tools to perform
your job? Examples of how training is adequate or not.

6.

Are there environmental factors, positive or negative (Computer, office space, and
software) that effect how you perform your job? Can you give an example?

7.

As radiology schedulers, how do you know when you have completed a task well
done?

Inverse to a well done task, how do you know when you have made

mistakes?
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APPENDIX E
Open Ended Radiology Nurse Interview Questions
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1. Are there issues with exam orders from physicians when it comes to the radiology
department?
2. Can you give examples of order errors that you have been involved with or have
seen?
3. What typically goes wrong with radiology orders? Why is it important? How often
does this happen?
4. Are they instigated from many different sources, or are there some individuals or
groups that make more errors than others?
5. Do environmental factors contribute to order process errors? Examples?
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APPENDIX F
Open Ended Radiology Administrator Interview Questions
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1. What is the current state of performance and the desired state of performance in
regards to radiology order errors?
2. What is the significance of reducing the amount of errant radiology errors at ATA
Hospital?
3. What factors do you feel contribute to successful radiology orders? Can you give an
example of a successful exam order from start to finish?
4. What kind of support do you provide to your staff if they have questions about an
ordered exam?
5. In the past, have efforts been made to implement performance improvement tools in
the radiology department? If yes, can you give an example?
6. If an effective solution was conceived from the data collected for this project, would
you be willing to implement it? If no, why not? If yes, what level of importance
would it rate?
7. What or who do you feel are the main instigators of errant orders? (patient care
providers, hospital infrastructure and support, etc).
8. Has any research been completed that quantifies revenue loss due to errant orders?
How would this information be helpful?
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APPENDIX G
Clinic Order Form
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APPENDIX H
ATA Radiology Order Form
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APPENDIX I
Emergency Room Order Form
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APPENDIX J
CT Quick Reference
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